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ABSTRACT

The effect ofprior cold working on dual-phase steel C-Mn-Si-V type microstructure was analysed with
an application of quantitative metallography and statistical methods. The paper includes a proposal of
terminology and notation unification of stereological parameters. Some improvements and supplements
of dual-phase (D-P) steel microstructure description are suggested. The diagrams and empirical
equations showing the effect of prior cold work ratio on volume fraction, size, shape and distribution
of phases are presented. The main conclusion drawn from the performed investigations is that the
magnitude of prior cold working significantly affects size and shape distributions of both ferritic grains
and martensitic islands as well as the inhomogeneity of martensitic islands distribution. It was found
that prior cold work ratio of 65-75%, leading to the significant refinement of microstructure and its
homogenization, ensures the best combination of D-P steel strength and ductility.
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INTRODUCTION

In the investigations of the cause-effect chain: chemical composition - processing —> microstructure ~>
properties of D-P steels the quantitative metallography methods are commonly applied. The structural
features assessed and stereological parameters used in these studies are presented in Table l. This table
includes a proposal of terminology and notation unification, as well as corrected formulas for
stereological parameters calculation because in the literature a large diversity in this matter and some
inaccuracies occur (Gurland, 1979; Lanzillotto et al., 1982; Burford et al., 1985 and Fonstein et al.,
1985). This may be one of the reasons for unequivocal opinions on the efficiency of the chosen
processing route upon the D-P steel microstructure and properties and also on the role of
microstructural factors in these steels. It particularly refers to the ferrite grain size and arrangement
of structural constituents (Burford et al., I985; Lanzillotto et al., 1982 and Yang et al., 1985).
Quantitative description of D-P steels microstructure makes it possible to determine the empirical
microstructure —> properties relationships (Table 2). The analysis of these equations as well as the
formulas included in this table, resulting from the theory oftwo-phase granular materials (the modified
rule-of-mixtures), leads to the following conclusions:
0 volume fraction of martensite, affecting all stereological parameters of D-P steel microstructure
(Table 1) is microstructural factor of fundamental importance in these steels,

0 ferrite grain and martensite island size are generally characterized by means of average grain size;
the mentioned above equations can be valid only for steels with homogenous microstructure,

0 mean free path in ferrite is a commonly applied parameter for the description of phase arrangement,












